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Abstract
This paper introduces a new algorithm for
calculating trust in Wireless Sensor Networks
based on the quality of services characteristics
expected to be fulfilled by nodes. Figure 3
shows the algorithm being proposed as a
flowchart. The flowchart shows the three main
sources for computing trust; the previous
experience
with
the
nodes,
the
recommendations from the surrounding nodes
and the dispositional trust in nodes (the
amount of risk the node is ready to take in the
absence of the previous experience and/or the
recommendations). Wireless Sensor Networks
as an emerging technology has received a
great attention from both, researchers and the
industry due to the need of tiny and cheap
nodes to be distributed in large scales and in
difficult environments. The creation, operation,
management and survival of Wireless Sensor
Networks as a special type of ad hoc network
is dependent upon the cooperative and trusting
nature of its nodes.

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is an
emerging technology and has received an
increasing attention due to the advancement in
wireless communications in the last few years.
The need also of having very tiny and cheap
nodes to be deployed in large numbers and in
difficult environment such as military zones
gave WSN increased focus from researchers.
Trust has been formalized as a
computational model, but the term trust means
different
things
in different
research
communities, for example it may relate to trust
in the underlying technology or to trust
between entities when they have to collaborate.
End-to-end trust according to [1] includes both
types of trust, trust between parties and trust in
the underlying infrastructure. Trust in WSN
plays an important role in constructing the
network and making the addition or deletion of
sensor nodes from a network very smooth and
transparent. Trust in WSN has been studied

lightly by current researchers and is still an
open and challenging field.
WSN is a special kind of mobile ad
hoc networks (MANET) that include sensor
nodes
with
limited
computation
and
communication capabilities deployed by large
numbers especially in hostile areas. Addition
and deletion of sensor nodes due to the growth
of the network or the replacement of failing
and unreliable nodes is an aspect of the
dynamic characteristic of such networks. This
means the design of a secure communication
between nodes of a sensor network is even
much harder than of a typical ad hoc network
and therefore the trust establishment between
nodes is a must [2]. However using the
traditional tools of doing things such as
cryptographic tools to generate trust evidence
and establish trust and traditional protocols to
exchange and distribute keys is not possible in
WSN due to the resource limitations of sensor
nodes [2]. Therefore new innovative methods
to secure communication and distribution of
trust values between nodes are needed.
This paper is focused on trust
formation in WSN and is organised as follows.
Section 2 presents trust modelling and trust
metrics. We present our new trust formation
algorithm in section 3 and section 4 concludes
the paper.

2. Trust modelling
A trust model can be defined as the
representation of the trustworthiness of each
node in the opinion of another node, thus each
node associates a trust value with every other
node [3]. As illustrated in Figure 1, node A
might believe that node B will fulfil 40% of
the promises made, while node C might
believe that node B will fulfil 50% of the
promises made.
40%
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Figure 1. A simple trust map [3]

The calculation of these values is
discussed in details in section 3. Trust
modelling in WSN hasn't been addressed by
anyone yet, however a number of people
addressed the issue in MANET. Some of the
models we think that are most relevant to our
work are presented below.
The trust model presented in [4] is
based on the work of Marsh [5], but it uses
weight variable instead of utility and
importance variables used in Marsh's model
[5] for simplicity. The model is simple and
operates passively so it has minimal energy
and computational requirements as the authors
claim. But suffers from the following
drawbacks: The model is still under
investigation by the authors to determine the
precise amount of trust established. It is not
taken the previous interactions or the
reputations of the entities into account, not
even the risk entities are prepared to take in the
events of new entities joining the network.
Finally the model lapses a mechanism to
discover or report malicious nodes. The model
might be suitable for small networks with
specific mission and predefined protocols but
not for networks deployed in a large scale of
entities such as WSN without modifying the
model to compensate some of its drawbacks.
The trust model proposed in [6] is
used to determine and maintain dynamic trust
relationships and then make routing decisions.
The model is based on the assumptions that
every node deployed possesses an Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) that can detect and
report the behaviour of malicious nodes, and
that nodes are stimulated to cooperate
adequately on the network.
The model
assumes that each node is authenticated
initially if possible and is assigned a trust value
according to its identity but doesn't say how it
is authenticated. It also does not say what is
going to happen if it is not possible to be
authenticated. These assumptions actually limit
the module to be used in mission specific small
networks. The model seems to be flexible and
generic but it uses discrete values similar to
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) model [7], which
we think is not sufficient to represent trust that
has a continuous trend especially when the
node is new to the network.
Trust levels can be represented in
different schemes such as continuous values in
the range of (-I, + I) or discrete values with
labels rather than numbers, such as very low
trust, low trust, medium trust, high trust, very
high trust and blind trust depends on the

environment it is implemented in. According
to [4], trust degrees can be represented as
simple values, such as trusted and distrusted or
as structured values of at least two elements,
where the first element represents an action,
say access a file, and the second element
represents the trust level associated to that
action. "Trust levels can also be computed
based on the effort that one node is willing to
expend for another node. This effort can be in
terms of battery consumption, packets
forwarded or dropped or any other such
parameter that helps to establish a mutual trust
level" [8]. Even though someone might think
of representing degrees of trust as some
probability measurements in the range of (0,
I), the probability values will be meaningless
according to [9] unless it is based on welldefined repeatable experiments, which is very
difficult to achieve when dealing with dynamic
environments such as WSN. The second
problem with probability is that it is inherently
transitive while trust is not necessarily so.
In his work Marsh, represented trust
as a continuous variable over a specific range
(-I, + I). We modified the proposed values to
reflect our description of trust formation as
given in Figure 3. Table I shows the new
modified trust values.
Table 1: Possible trust values
Value
+1

Label
Blind trust

> .75

Very high
trust

.5 to .75

High trust

.25 to .5

Medium
trust

o to .25

Low trust

-.25 to 0

Low distrust

-.5 to -.25

Medium
distrust

-.75 to -.5

High distrust

< -.75

Very high
distrust

-I

Complete
distrust

Description
Based on
previous
experience.
Based on
experience and
recommendation.
Based on
recommendation.
Based on
recommendation
and risk.
Dispositional
trust (risk)
Dispositional
trust (risk).
Based on
recommendation
and risk
Based on
recommendation.
Based on
experience and
recommendation.
Based on
previous
experience.

The benefit of using values for trust is
that it reflects the continuous nature of trust in
WSN and it allows easy implementation and
experimentation. The drawback is that the
subjectivity is more difficult to understand and
the sensitivity may be a problem because small
differences in individual values may produce
relatively large differences in the overall result.
Establishing trust between nodes in
WSN is the most important dynamic aspect of
trust. In the following section we propose a
new algorithm for trust formation in WSN.

level of trust must be modified as additional
evidence becomes available and that will
change the risk assessment of the node [10].
In order for nodes in a network to
receive updates
regarding
the trusted
behaviours of nodes or even threats, a
mechanism for trust reporting is necessary.
Calculations of trust levels and trust
relationship establishment depend on trust
reports. This paper is focused on trust
formation in WSN, trust evolution and trust
reporting are out of the scope of this paper and
will be discussed in future work.

3. Trust Formation Algorithm
Most of the definitions of trust in the
literature are focussing on what trust is used
for in a static fashion and not on the dynamic
aspects of trust such as the formation,
evolution, revocation and propagation of trust
[10]. Trust formation in WSN is the process of
establishing the initial trust between nodes.
There are three main sources of trust
calculation in WSN; the node's previous
experience with the other node (direct trust),
the recommendations from the surroundings
nodes (indirect trust) and the dispositional trust
(the amount of risk the node is ready to take in
the absence of the experience and the
recommendation - the case of forming trust
with new nodes). Figure 2 shows a general
trust computational model used to calculate
trust values in WSN.

Figure 2. General trust computational
model
Trust values regarding other nodes should be
maintained locally and updated periodically as
new evidence (direct or indirect observation)
becomes available. Thus, trust evolves with
time as a result of evidence, and allows to
adapt the behaviour of entities consequently
[11].
The evolution process as another
dynamic aspect of trust can be regarded as
iterating the process of trust formation as
additional evidence becomes available. The

The
proposed
trust
formation
algorithm is presented in figure 3 as a
flowchart. We compute trust in our model
based on the QoS characteristics offered by
nodes in WSN such as data rate, error rate,
distance, power consumption, processing speed
and memory. These characteristics are
classified in different categories and trust
values are assigned to these categories. The
assignment of these trust values is based upon
the nodes own criteria, circumstances and the
situations they are in. Each node will calculate
trust for all its surrounding nodes and store
these values for later use; these values should
be updated in a specific time period based on
new interactions.
The illustration of the algorithm given
in Figure 3 is as follows. Initially when a node
X for example needs to interact with another
node Y, the first thing node Y will do is to
check, if it had any previous experience with
node X. If that's the case then it will check if
the amount of trust node Y has on node X (A
as shown in equation 1) is enough to do the
required interactions (it might require 70%
trust value to forward a message for example
and 30% trust value to calculate or store
something for the node) and if A is enough
then they will interact with each other,
otherwise node Y will proceed to the next step.
If the trust value A is not enough or in case of
no previous experience, then node Y will look
for any recommendations about node X from
the surrounding nodes and if there is, then it
will check again to see if the trust value (C
given in equation 4) is enough to interact. If C
is enough, then they will interact with each
other, otherwise node Y will proceed to the
following step. If trust value C is not enough or
in case of a new node (no experience or
recommendations available for node X), then
node Y will check the amount of dispositional
trust value on node X (E as shown in equation
5). If E is enough, then node X and node Y

No

Yes
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No

Interaction

No
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Figure 3. Algorithm for calculating trust in WSN

will interact with each other, otherwise the
whole process will be declined. From the
above description and by referring to the actual
algorithm given in Figure 3, the trust value of
node Y in node X - Ty(x) - can be any of the
following values (A, B, C, D, E).
A.

T,(x) ~
{

if the trust from previous interactions is
enough
B, if the trust from recommendations is
enough
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